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Realizing high volume real time communication in
a highly dynamic architecture like Mobile Ad hoc
Networks (MANET) still remains a major point of
research. In this paper, we have attempted to address the
issue of maintaining an uninterrupted session between a
source and a destination through multiple paths in a
temporal domain. We have tried to develop an agentcentric protocol that would accomplish multimedia
communication over adaptively selected routes. The
protocol ensures minimal consumption of network
resources. We have organized this work in two logical
steps. In the first part, we have devised an agent-based
framework with its associated protocols and mechanisms.
The agents in the framework move from one node to
another in the MANET architecture. The primary
objective of this mobile multi-agent framework is to
asynchronously collect network topology information (like
node velocity, node location etc.) and distribute them into
the information cache of all other nodes. This is
accomplished proactively with the aim of making all
nodes in the system topology-aware. The second part of
the work attempts to make use of this topology awareness
in the context of establishing and maintaining a
communication link between two nodes. The agentenabled proactive replenishment of fresh topology
information enables the node to constantly evaluate
network conditions.

message transfer has been accomplished. The failure of
such an event would amount to messages getting lost or
message transfer getting interrupted, thus generating
unproductive congestion.
The dynamics of wireless ad hoc networks as a
consequence of mobility and disconnection of mobile
hosts pose a number of problems in designing proper
routing schemes for effective communication between any
source and destination [5]. To maintain a session between
two nodes for a long span of time, the source node needs
to be aware of the changing route status and subsequently
of newly available routes. This points to a form of
topology awareness [13] that either should be incorporated
proactively or on-demand. In this paper we have assayed
the issues of geographical-position-discovery through the
implementation of a mobile-multi-agent based framework.
In other words, we have developed an agent based
information exchange and navigation protocol (proactive
in nature) in order to make each node in the network,
aware of the positions of other nodes, without consuming
large portion of network capacity. This local awareness
gives each node a proactively refreshed perception of the
network topology. Based on this perception, we have
designed an adaptive routing protocol ensuring the system
to offer an uninterrupted multimedia experience.

1. Introduction

Existing work on multimedia communication on ad hoc
networks have failed to provide an optimal solution,
although each have had their significant contributions in
collective research. The conventional proactive routing
protocols that require knowing the topology of the entire
network is not suitable in such a highly dynamic
environment, since the topology update information needs
to be broadcast frequently throughout the network. Also,
in a highly dynamic system, protocols need to broadcast
updates too frequently simply because the link information
changes quickly. On the other hand, a demand-based,
reactive route discovery procedure generates large volume

Ad hoc networks [1,2,3,4,5,6] are envisioned as
infrastructure-less networks where each node is a mobile
router, equipped with a wireless transceiver. A message
transfer in an ad hoc network environment could either
take place between two nodes that are within the
transmission range of each other or between nodes that are
indirectly connected via multiple hops through some
intermediate nodes. This implies that the nodes, which act
as intermediate nodes in the data transfer process, must be
willing to participate in communication until successful

2. Related Work
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of control traffic and the actual data transmission is
delayed until the route is determined [5]. In addition, route
re-discovery in the event of route errors consumes time;
this might prove to be intolerable in the case of a real time
system.
In [3], a preemptive route discovery has been proposed
in order to discover best routes dynamically and then
adaptively use them for continuing communication.
However, the route-discovery mechanism generates
substantial (and recurring) control packets through
flooding. This causes unproductive traffic in the
environment and may thus increase end-to-end delay for
communication. Also, loss of control packets would mean
the unavailability of stable routes and may interrupt the
ongoing process of communication. There are proposals to
reduce the control traffic generated in reactive protocols.
For example, Location-Aided Routing (LAR) Protocols
[8,9] suggest an approach to decrease overhead of route
discovery by utilizing location information for mobile
hosts. Such location information may be obtained using
the global positioning system (GPS). The LAR protocols
use location information to reduce the search space for a
desired route. However, if source node S does not know a
previous location of destination node D, then node S
cannot reasonably determine the expected zone. In this
case, this algorithm reduces to the basic flooding
algorithm.

3. Problem Statement
Any multimedia data transfer is time-dependent,
voluminous and persisting. This has correspondingly three
significant demands from the performance of the network:
1. Minimal delay in routing and fault recovery.
2. Heavy traffic due to voluminous data necessitates
efficient load balancing (in order to minimize delay).
3. Uninterrupted connection retention over a long period
of time, indicating the importance of preventing route
errors.
Although these three issues are significant in all networks,
the third issue seems to be of foremost importance in any
mobile environment simply because the uncertainty of
connectivity is high in it. In other words, it becomes
challenging in a MANET to make the connection between
a pair of nodes, span over a long period of time without
interruption [3,5].
The motivation for this paper is drawn from the above
problem statement. We have addressed the crisis of
maintaining an uninterrupted stable session between two
nodes (through multiple routes) until the accomplishment
of multimedia data transfer. This of course has meant that
the source node be aware of the routes through which it
communicates to the destination and even adaptively
select new ones at the possibility of a route failure. The
multi-agent framework takes into consideration the

question of proper utilization of network resources, and
ways of minimizing congestion.

4. Description of Relevant Terms
4.1 Affinity and Stability
Affinity anm, associated with a link lnm, is a prediction
about the span of life of the link lnm in a particular context
[7]. For simplicity, we assume anm to be equal to amn and
the transmission range R for all the nodes are equal. To
find out the affinity anm , node n sends a periodic beacon
and node m samples the strength of signals received from
node n periodically. Since the signal strength of n as
perceived by m is a function f(Rn, dnm) where Rn is the
transmission range of n, and dnm is the current distance
between n and m, we can predict the current distance dnm
at time t between n and m. If M is the average velocity of
the nodes, the average worst-case affinity anm at time t is
(Rn-dnm)/M, assuming that at time t, the node m has started
moving outwards with an average velocity M.
Given any path p = (i, j, k, …, l, m), the stability of p
[7] at a given instant of time will be determined by the
lowest-affinity link (since that is the bottleneck for the
path) and is defined as min[aij, ajk, …, alm]. In other words,
stability of path p between source s and destination d, ηpsd,
is given by ηpsd = min ∀i,j apij

4.2 Recency
A major aspect underlying the infiltration of topology
information into mobile nodes is that the information
carried must be recognized with a degree of correctness.
Since the agent navigation is asynchronous and there is an
obvious time gap between the procurement of information
by an agent from one node and its delivery by the same
agent to another node, it becomes imperative to introduce
a concept of recency of information. For example, let us
assume two agents A1 and A2 arrive at node n, both of
them carrying information about node m which is multihop away from node n. In order to update the topology
information at node n about node m, there has to be a
mechanism to find out who carries the most recent
information about node m : agent A1 or agent A2 ?
To implement this, when a node enters the network, it
sets a counter within it, called recency token, to 0. When
an agent leaves a node after completing all its tasks at the
node, it increments that counter by one. An agent while
leaving a node (after completion of all the necessary
information exchange and calculations) stores the new
value of the incremented recency token against the node’s
ID within its data structures and continues navigating.
Thus at any point of time, the magnitude of the recency
token of any node represents the number of times that
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node was visited by agents since the commencement of
the network. This also implies that if two agents have a set
of data concerning the same node, say node n, then the
agent carrying the higher recency token value of node n
has more current information about it.

4.3 Time to Migrate (TtM)
An agent visiting a node is not allowed to migrate
immediately to another node. In other words, an agent will
be forced to stay in a node for a pre-specified period of
time, termed as time-to-migrate (TtM), before migrating
to another node. By controlling TtM, the network
congestion due to agent traffic can be controlled. For
example, if TtM = 100 msec., for a single-agent system, it
implies that the wireless medium will see one agent in
every 100 msec. In our simulation, it has been assumed
that an agent would take 1 msec. to physically migrate
from one node to another. So, in this example, the wireless
medium would be free from agent traffic 99% of the time.

Mobile agents are a novel effective paradigm for
distributed applications, and are particularly attractive in a
dynamic network environment involving partially
connected computing elements. The notion of computation
mobility against conventional data mobility governs the
underlying philosophy of agencies. Most research
examples of the mobile agent paradigm as reported in the
current literatures have two general goals: reduction of
network traffic and asynchronous interaction. Some
authors have suggested that agents can be used to
implement network management and to deliver network
services [11]. Intensive research on the “Insect-like
Systems” has been done over the last few years. The
mobile agent systems have been popularly simulated in
close resemblance to an ant colony [12]. Of particular
interest is a technique for indirect inter-agent
communication, called stigmergy, in which agents
populate information cache of nodes, which other agents
can use. The technique of overwriting a set of information
with more appropriate information has been popularly
called blackboard communication [10,12].

4.4 Average Topology Deviation
5.1 Issues in Implementing the Agent Paradigm
To quantify the deviation or error between the actual
network topology and the network topology perceived by
individual nodes at any instant of time, we have developed
a metric average topology deviation. Let us assume that
(x, y) is the actual GPS co-ordinates of a particular node A
at a certain instance of time. Let (x1,y1) be the co-ordinate
of the same node A as per the information that node P
carries about it. Deviation has been defined as the distance
between the points ( x, y ) and ( x1, y1 ) assuming that both
are on the same 2-Dimensional plane. Let this deviation be
denoted by dpA. The average nodal deviation is thus the
average of the deviations that node P perceives about all
the other nodes in the system. Quite obviously, its own
deviation will always be nil as the node P exactly knows
its own location and direction of motion at any point of
time. Denoting average nodal deviation as perceived by
node P as ∂p, we have
∂p = ( ∑ for A = 1 to n dpA ) / number of nodes.
Thus the average topology deviation, D, has been defined
by the average of the nodal deviations for each of the
nodes. Formally,
D = ( ∑ for p = 1 to n ∂p ) / number of nodes.
Physically, D, the average topology deviation at any
instant of time is a formal measure of the average
deviation or error between the actual topology information
and the topology information that the nodes posses about
all the other nodes in the system. This metric has been
used merely to analyze the performance issues, and nodes
individually do not (rather cannot) calculate it.

5. Mobile Agents

The topology traversing could well be performed using a
single agent. However this strategy fails to perform well in
conditions of low transmission range where clusters get
formed due to groups of nodes, moving to some spatially
remote portion of the bounded region. This issue causes
no serious concern in the case of a multi-agent system. It
might be of interest to observe that convergence does not
necessarily improve with the increase in number of agents
in the system. It has been observed in our previous work
[13] that the optimum number of agents should be half the
number of nodes in the system.
Another issue is to control the agent TtM(Time to
Migrate) to optimise congestion. We look here into the
congestion introduced in the system due to variation in
TtM. Let us assume that agents would take t millisecond
to physically migrate from one node to another. Let us
assume that our bounded region of ad hoc operation is A
sq.mt., our transmission range R, the agent population P
and the Time to migrate T msec. In an average case where
the topology is evenly distributed over the region A, the
number of areas in which agents could migrate between
nodes simultaneously, without mutual interference, equals
A / ( π .R2 ). Now since the nodes are distributed, the
agents would also be found equally distributed in each of
these areas in an average case. Thus in any area the
number of agents would equal Pa where,
Pa = P.( π .R2 ) / A
As each agent migrates at a time gap of T milliseconds
and takes only t millisecond to do so, the medium will be
free from agent traffic [(T – t.Pa) *100 / T] % of the time.
For example, if the bounded region of operation is 1500 ×
1000 sq. m. and R is 400 m, and P and T are 15 and 100
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milliseconds respectively for a 30 node network and t =
1msec., then Pa = 5 (approx.) and the medium would be
free from agent traffic during 95 % of the time.

collected from the visiting agents and those that were
already present in the node. With these updated values, the
agents select their destination on the basis of the
navigation algorithm previously described.

5.2 Agent Navigation
5.4 GPS-Location-Prediction Mechanism
The agent navigation algorithm must ensure that all
member nodes of the network update themselves
uniformly, irrespective of their position and state in the
network. More precisely, a node on the periphery of the
network topology should be equally well aware of the
overall changes in the system, as any other node in the
center of the topology. We have designed an algorithm,
called the least-visited-neighbor-first algorithm, for
controlling the navigation strategy of the agents. An agent
invokes this algorithm on the information cache of its host
node to determine its next destination. Of course the agent
would only be able to hop onto a neighboring node of its
host node.

5.3 Information Exchange Protocols in NodeAgent and Agent-Agent Interaction
Infiltration of partial network information into the nodes is
an asynchronous process, as the agents visit the nodes
asynchronously. Thus it becomes acutely necessary to
develop strategies for information exchange (i.e. to accept
only that information which is more recent than what the
node / agent already possesses). It is a two-step process.
In step 1, the recency tokens of all the nodes stored in
the information cache of the current host node is compared
with the corresponding recency token of that node, stored
in the information cache of the agent. If the recency token
of any node, say X, in the host node’s information cache
happens to be less than that in the agent’s information
cache, then it is obvious that the agent is carrying more
recent information about node X. So, the entire
information about node X in the host node’s information
cache is overwritten by that in the information cache of
the agent. This step is performed asynchronously for all
the agents as they arrive at that host node. This step helps
the node to acquire all the recent information that it can
gather from the agents. The agents however have not yet
updated their data structures from the host node’s
information cache. During this time if other agents come
in into the node's agent queue, they perform this step as
well. Thus the node's information cache get populated
with all the more recent information fetched by multiple
agents.
When an agent is ready to migrate (i.e. after a waiting
time defined earlier as TtM), the step 2 is performed. In
step 2, the agent copies the entire information cache of the
host node on their own information cache. This contains
the most recent information since the data set contains a
combination of all the recent information that could be

The foremost characteristic of a dynamic environment
is that information is never absolute.
Information
collected by an agent or node regarding the spatial
distribution of the network is constantly aging due to the
mobility of the entire system. However, a node can predict
the position of other nodes through local calculations,
simply because it knows their speed and direction of
motion. This local prediction mechanism improves
topology awareness, except in the case of a node, which
has changed its speed and direction of motion. In such an
event, erroneous prediction does occur but only to get
emended as soon as the speed and direction-changeinformation is fetched to the node by a new agent visit.
We have incorporated this mechanism in our protocol and
each node locally performs a prediction at intervals of 10
milliseconds.

6. Uninterrupted Multimedia Communication
We are now in a position in which each of the nodes has a
local view of the network topology i.e. each node is
topology aware. Also the mobile multi-agent framework is
proactively replenishing the information cache of each
node with fresh topology updates. This leads to a scenario
where conventional route discovery is no longer
necessary. More explicitly, the nodes can now determine
the best route locally and initiate the sending of data
packets through it. After a point of time, if the source node
finds that the chosen route has attained a low stability
(indicating that it would soon cease to exist), the node
computes a new, more stable route from the local
information cache and redirects data packets through the
later. This adaptive route selection facilitates continuous
communication through multiple paths in the temporal
domain. Thus we can envision that as long as two nodes
remain connected, they will always be able to get at least
one route through which communication can continue. In
the case of multi-route availability, the best route can
always be selected. Quite perceivably, the adaptive
selection of best routes guarantees an uninterrupted
communication session between two nodes thus ensuring
multimedia data transfer to occur.
In our simulation, the source node computes the best
stable route (say R) and initiates data transfer through it.
Then on, at regular intervals, it invokes a modified link
state algorithm over its refreshed topology information
locally to re-compute the best stable route. It must be
observed that due to the mobility in the network, the
source node after some time would find that the best stable
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route (R) has changed; a new route ( R1 ) would be more
stable. Our protocol redirects data packets through this
new route R1. The process continues until completion of
data transfer or when a route error occurs.

7. Simulation Set-Up
We have used our own simulator for the purpose of
analysis and performance evaluation of our protocols. In
the simulation, the environment is assumed to be a closed
area of 1000 x 1000 square meters. At the point of
commencement the mobile nodes are distributed randomly
over this area. Each node chooses its destination and
optionally chooses its velocity. To observe the impact of
mobility we have, in certain cases, assigned predefined
uniform velocity to all the nodes. The simulation
commences with each node moving linearly towards their
chosen destination. On reaching their destinations, each
node optionally waits for a random span of time, chooses a
new destination and starts moving towards this newly
chosen destination. The nodes announce themselves in the
environment through a beacon broadcast at regular
intervals. This enables each node to be aware of their
neighbors at any point of time. In each of the simulation
run, we have assumed the transmission range to remain
constant. The multi-agent framework is operational over
this backbone of mobile nodes. The agent bandwidth has
been assumed to be 1 agent/millisecond. The simulated
clock for our simulator ticks at a unit of 1 millisecond.
The simulation runs for a pre-specified span of time or
until a complete data transfer from a source node to a
destination node has successfully been accomplished.

8. Protocol Performance
In order to support multimedia communication the two
most momentous factors could be envisioned as uninterruptability and delay minimization. Our technique
ensures that two nodes can choose to maintain an
uninterrupted communication session for almost an
indefinite span of time, unless they get clustered or
confront a route error due to an intermediate node
suddenly switching off. This means that a huge stream of
data could be packet-switched, with the stream flowing
through appropriately selected channels in the temporal
domain. Thus what seems to be a free flowing stream of
continuous data packets is actually an outcome of zerolatency, periodic, route discovery (computation to be
precise), performed locally and almost parallely with
message transfer. The net effect is apparent uninterruption.
Further, in the much rare eventuality of a route error,
communication does get interrupted only to resume almost
instantaneously. The delay in resuming communication

equals only the time to discover the error and is much less
in comparison to conventional protocols.
Additional to the advantage of uninterrupted
communication and minimized delay, the consumption of
network capacity gets significantly excised. The
generation of control packets in accomplishing route
discovery in conventional systems is a serious overhead.
This is successfully bypassed in this proposal, as the
media capture of agents is substantially lower in
comparison.
The central parameter, which we have used to evaluate
the agent-based protocol for our simulation is average
topology deviation. Quite understandably, the magnitude
of average topology deviation varies inversely with the
degree of accuracy with which a node would be able to
pinpoint the geographical location of any other node in the
system. Additionally, to examine the efficacy of the
prediction mechanism, we have performed the simulation
under a non-prediction mode as well. We have termed this
non-prediction mode as the basic protocol and this
happens to be the experimental baseline for our
experiments.
In fig 1, we have shown the variation of average
topology deviation against time for high and low TtM, on
the basic protocol. From the graph it is evident that the
deviation quite naturally decreases with decrease in TtM.
This is in harmony with our expectations simply because it
supports our analysis that a node would be better
topology-aware when the agent visit frequency is
increased upon it. We find that this system characteristic is
maintained in all cases, i.e. where several other parameters
are varied.
In fig. 2, the comparison of the predictive protocol and
the basic protocol has been presented for a high mobility
model and high TtM value. The substantial difference in
the average topology deviation supports the efficacy of the
predictive protocol. We find that the average topology
deviation in the worst case of high mobility and high TtM
does not exceed 10 percent of the transmission range. This
argument is further bolstered by fig. 3, which plots
average topology deviation against time for varying
mobility. In all the graphs we see that in the worst case
analysis of high mobility and high TtM, the deviation is
no greater than 8 percent of the transmission range.
Further the deviation decreases with lower mobility
values. Thus we conclude from the above discussion that
the predictive mechanism ensures a better degree of
topology awareness in comparison to the basic protocol.
In fig. 4 we present the effect of lowering TtM in a
highly mobile system in order to highlight the best
performance achievable in a worst case scenario. As
against the high TtM (=100) performance we see that the
deviation significantly improves to less than 5 percent of
the transmission range for TtM = 50, indicating that agent
migration frequency could be used as one of the key
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regulatory factors in maintaining a stable QoS, should
there be emergencies.
We have also defined percolation as another metric
that reflects the rate at which information propagates in
the network. To capture this metric we have thrown in
new nodes in the network while the simulation is running
and we have examined the rate at which the nodes in the
system learn about this new entry. A point that requires to
be mentioned is that, contrary to intuitive belief that a
node entry in the center of the topology would have its
information propagated much faster, than if it enters in the
periphery, we find that our agent system more or less
carries the new information to other nodes with equal
celerity. Thus the curve in the figure 5 returns positive
feedback about the agent protocol. From this graph we
find that the new node entry gets propagated to all the
other nodes within a span of approximately 3 seconds and
the difference between peripheral appearance and central
appearance is small.
In context to multimedia communication, which
indirectly points to maintaining an uninterrupted session
between two nodes, we have experimented on whether a
node actually is able to ping a desired node for a continued
span of time through a selected route. Obviously this route
selection is done based on the outcome of invoking the
routing algorithm on the local information cache.
In fig 6, we trace the routes in the temporal domain
that a source node uses to ping its destination node. The
curve shows the perceived stability of the path that the
node uses to ping the destination. From the graph we see
that whenever there is a new path selected, the new path is
more stable than the existing path. This shows the
mechanism of our protocol in which the node selects the
best stable path to ping the destination.
An interesting observation is that, the stability
difference between the actual path and the perceived path
is never greater than 1 second. This implies that the
average topology deviation is numerically equal to the
magnitude of the velocity, when the stability difference is
exactly 1 second. Thus for a connected graph of
transmission range 300 meters and mobility 20 m/s, the
average topology deviation would be less than 20, in other
words less than 10 percent of the transmission range.

assumed that nodes move in a straight line towards their
respective directions. We understand that the nodes taking
curvilinear paths would require a more complicated
mechanism for location prediction in our predictive
protocol. However, our results for a comparatively
simplistic model indicate that an adaptive multi-agent
protocol could be effective in successful infiltration of
topology information and corresponding implementation
local route computation. The subsequent advantages could
be the initial steps towards maintainability of a stable QoS
in mobile ad hoc wireless networks.
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Fig 2. Comparative study of the
predictive and basic protocols
for average topology deviation
in a high mobility system. It is
evident from the graphs that the
predictive protocol performs
better. The performance in the
above plot is for TtM = 100
milliseconds. Lowering TtM
would
further
improve
performance as is evident from
the previous plot.
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Fig. 5. The percolation of the agent-based protocol
shown for node entries at the periphery as well as in
the center. Quite evidently from the figure, the
difference in the rate of information propagation is
not high. Percolation (plotted in the Y axis) is the
percentage of total number of nodes that is aware of
the new node’s entry into the system.
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Fig 4. Effect of TtM on performance of the predictive
protocol in the worst case i.e. a high mobility model, for
a constant number of nodes and a constant transmission
range of 300m. Lowering TtM is a positive measure for
improving performance to less than 5 % of the
transmission range ( R ).

N=30, R=250m, TtM=100 milliseconds. M =30 m/s
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Fig 6. The selection of best-stable paths between a
pair of nodes, shown against time. The paths between
node 3 and node 7 have been shown inside the callouts. The perceived path as against the actual path
can be compared from the graph in terms of their
stability values. The TtM value is 100 ms for a
mobility of 20 m/s.
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